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Abstract

This paper describes about the magnetic recording characteristics
and a front-end circuit of R-DAT.Some equivalent models are construc-
ted to simulate these characteristics. Head amplifiers and the equal-
izers which comprize 3 taps transversal filter are optimized according
to the results of simulations. The optimized characteristics are real-
ized in two ICs.

One IC is ANTO20Swhich includes head amplifiers, recording ampli-
fiers and equalizers. Another is AN7021Swhich includes a high-speed
comparator and envelope detectors.

1, Introduction
In R-DATsystem, the front-end circuit is the part where signal is

actually written into the tape and read from the tape. The character-
istics of the front-end circuit have significant influence to the
Block-Error-Rate of the digitally reproduced data. The front-end cir-
cuit consists of the tape, heads, head amplifiers and equalizers.
After the consideration of these characteristics, new two ICs are
developed.

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the front-end circuit. The analog
audio input signal is converted to digital data, encoded to error
correction scheme, time-compressed, added with sub-code data, con-
verted by the 8-10 modulator and added with the ATF (Automatic Track
Finding: tracking servo system) data in the signal processing block.

As the bit rate of the data sent to the head is 9.408MBPSand the
relative speed of tape-to-head is 3.133m/s, the maximumflux reversal
density on the tape becomes ?6kFRPI and linear recording density is
61kBPI because of the 8-10 modulation. The minimum recording wave
length is 0.67_m (frequency=4.704MHz)and the maximumis 24. lym
(f.=13OkHz). Considering the spectrum of the 8-10 modulated data,



the required frequency range of the front-end circuit is about
50kHz '_ 8MHz.

2, Tape and Heads

MP (Metal Powderl tape which has 1500 0e of H¢ is used for R-DAT.
The following frequency response is required for the tape and head;
the output level at 4. TMHz(Zmin=0.67_m) is sufficiently high and
the recording level at 130kHz(_max=24.1pum) is controllable in order
to maintain the compatibility. The two composite heads of ferrite and
amorphous with different azimuth angle are adopted. The effective
head gap length of each head is about 0.28pm which is optimized for
these frequency responses. Fig. 2 shows the example of a frequency
response, It has a differential characteristic at low freqency range
and the output level at high frequency range decreases because of
various iosses.

3, Head Amplifiers
Since playback output level is a few microvolts and frequency range

is very wide, the head amplifiers are required for large gain, low
noise and wide band width. The equivalent circuit model of the head
and head amplifier is used for simulations to optimize the circuit
noise characteristics of the head amplifiers. Fig. 3 shows the equiv-
alent circuit model. In Fig. 3 the main parameters mean as follows;

Lh : Inductance of head
Rh : Resistance of head
Vh : Output voltage of head
Kr : Transfer ratio of rotary transformer
Rbb : Base resistance of top stage transistor
C, : Input capacitance of head amplifier
Ra : Dumpingresistance of head amplifier
Et : Output voltage of head amplifier

Fig. 4 shows the results of the simulation. The noise is mainly occured
by the impedance of head and resistance Rbb. Fig. 5 shows an example
of the noise spectrum. The total noise is reproduced by the recording
of 4. TMHzsquare wave signal, this noise means the summation of the
modulation noise and the background noise. The background noise is
reproduced by the rubbing of bulkly erased tape and the circuit noise
is generated by the head and the head amplifier. As the circuit noise
level is 3_5 dB lower than the total noise level, this head amplifier
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has sufficiently low noise level.

4, Equalizer
As thefrequency response of the tape in Fig. 2 is not flat, the

equalization must be applied to reproduce data from the playback
signal. The int_.gration circuits are used to compensate the differ-
ential character[tic of the tape and the head. The transversal filter
is used to compensate the losses in high frequency range. This trans-
versal filter is almost linear in phase response. The cosine roll-off
characteristic, which satisfies the non-distortion criteria of digital
data, is approximately satisfied by tuning the coefficients of the
transversal filter. Fig. 6 shows the frequency response of an equal-
izer.

We have done the simulations with respect to the inter-symbol
-interference of the playback signals by using the models of these
characteristics of the head, head amplifier and equalizer.

Fi_? shows the flow-diagram of the simulation. The inter-symbol
interference is calculated by super-positioning the impulse response
which is computed from the output of the equalizer using Inverse FFT.
Finally the signal to noise ratio is computed considering the random
noise given as the carrier to noise ratio, the crosstalk level by next
track, the eye-closure and jitter caused by inter-symbol interference.
Fig. 8 shows the results of the simulation. FromFig. g, it is clear
that the roll-off factor k'"0.5 is optimum. Fig. 9 shows the eye-
pattern of equalized output signal.

5, I C s
Fig. 10 shows the block diagram of the two Its ( ANYO2OS,ANYO21S)

newly developed this time. AN?O20Shas two current drive recording
amplifiers, two playback head amplifiers and two equalizers to meet
each channel. Each head amplifier has another top stage transistor to
optimize the characteristics of low base resistance and low input
capacitance independently of the IC technology. Each equalizer is
adjustable separately according to corresponding head. The tuning is
done by adding a DCvoltage to the tuning pins. There are three tuning
pins for each channel, one tunes the gain, another tunes the frequency
response and the rest tunes the phase response. The output signal of
the equalizer is sent to AN?O21S.

ANYO21Shas a high-speed comparator to convert the analog signal to
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digital level and two envelope detectors. One is used for detecting
dropouts, another is used for detection of no data. Table 1 shows
the outline of these ICs.

6, Conclusion
The front-end circuit of R-DATis based on many new magnetic record-

ing technologies i.e. MPtape, the composite heads of ferrite and
amorphous, high S/N head amplifiers and the equalizers. These charac-
teristics will be implored better in the near future.
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Fig. 9 Eye pattern.

DEVICENO. AN7020S ANTO21S

FUNCTION DATRFIC DATCMPIC

PACKAGE 42 pins SO 18 pins sO

OPERATINGVOLTAGE(V) +5 +9 +5

OPERATINGCURRENT(mA) 30 20 10
(PLAY) (REC)

Recording Amps. High-speed
FEATURES HeadAmps. comparator

Equalizers Envelope detectors

Table 1 Outline of ICs
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